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From The Publisher’s Desk

Welcome to the April/May 2009 issue of Bird Dog & Retriever News. As most of you know 
we took a few months off to let life sort things out. Well it appears that no immediate miracles are 
happening soon so we are changing things a bit and are back publishing again.  Unless you have 
been in a cave as of late you understand how we are getting our news and information is changing, 
and being a good business owners so should we. I wrote a column of where we are headed in the 
future which you can read about on page 37. Suffice to say we are back bringing you the informa-
tion you want, double in size at no cost to our readers.. we see the future of publications. 

So lets look at what is in this issue. We start out with the usual things: letters & pictures from 
the field, new products, birds in the pan, news from the enemy camp and good guys, gun show 
& field trial calendars plus we have added dog show calendars, We also give you the best state 
news and bird counts that can be found anywhere, Oh and everyone’s favorite page, always on 
the back, the last laugh!

This issue as usual we feature excerpts from three books. The first book Favorite Ways To Train 
Your Bird Dog we give you an article called: Working with Birds and Training Steady to Wing & 
Shot By Mark Payton Sr. Our second featured book The German Shorthair Pointer we offer you an 
article called Dealing with the Bumps in the Road. By David Gowdey. And finally our third book 
is Good Shot by Steven Mulak, he has an article called. Separating Truth from Myth. All are good 
reads and lets you decide if you wanna Buy The Book!

Our resident spaniel expert Pamela O. Kadlec has an interesting article called: Good Quiet: 
Rewarding Good behavior and Ignoring Bad Behavior.  Bill Hanus gives us a professional look at 
shot guns. Lowell Washburn from the Iowa DNR shows us some of the work they have been doing 
with the less common birds. For your waterfowl nuts we give you Goose Dog By M.J. Nelson. If I 
missed someone I’m sorry once I went over 100 pages I kinda lost count.

Sorry for the lateness of this issue we have a lot of new things to learn with new computers 
and software. But we promise to get the June July issue out on time.. if not early. Remember to 
send in your pictures and tell your friends... Bird Dog & Retriever News is back, bigger and better 
then ever... and now FREE!

See you in the field and at the shows,

Dennis Guldan
Publisher Bird Dog & Retriever News

  


